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AN EXAMINATION AND SYNl'HmIS OF THE OONr:FJa>OlURI 

PSYCHOLOGICAL VIEWS ON THE CAUSATION OF 

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY. 

~ delinquent .. a. prv'blem ohild 'beyenef parental .. ntreV, •then 



2. 

I 
a,sea of eicht ,na. seventeen years, •tnmi,f an ef':fenoe ~at the 

/W" ~ ~ ~6 L~s /~ 1 ~I ~ ~ ~rn u._..._'r 
law"o ..Uthouih seTenteen years L~:t aae ia taken a• the upper liJli~ 

u.ui..u,., ~~ (:i~'---,- 1~ "-'te ... /o.../, ~ ~~  
~Te==t'beleas :f\>1 apeui.a. Peuen1 t~istrate may, at hia diHre-~ 

- f~ {~) £..£.,4~ u.a-{ ~ -~ ~ ~ 4-y ~ ,.._/~. 

tien, reter buk to the Children's Court the ae wh• are aliahtly h-t H_ / 
~ ~iL Ck... ~ ~ tc,~ I ir v~ A2 s ·c. ,, 
lder. VaritK.ua e:f:fenee~ sueh as breakin& the l>~law, ·throwin& 
~ i,- j,~~ ~~ ...... ~ I 4/ ~ ~~  
stenes, t;>bsoene,.l~e,a.na other minor misdemeanours are net et /• 
Wq ~e_,i,__ ,f ~ t!.4.. ~ ~ ~ 4t.k s-k ~ ,e, 

subh a nature t olaasi:fy the hild aa a delinquent :for the purp e 

e:f this thesis. 

''A Wha.t then is a delinquent hild? Burt a.:ftirma,:~ llf ehild 
tL 

is to be reprd.ed aa teohnieally.J!elinquent when his anti-a eia. 

tendencies appear so irave that he beeames, or OU,iht t bee e). ~ Ja,.,. 
•• "" tkL·,~f .e-4 '° h~·~ IJ46'I{ 5e 

the objeot :f o:f:f"ieia1 action\l_ Thus there maa, 'Vlll!ll lJe illelllalhcl 
{1~~ M~,_j 

a &Nici HfQH ef e#i&eau1 :frem mere ?Ulll&htinessA.t •rimes of maJ•r • 

vi leme and sicnif'i an e. Sil~, ~ ~ m~'ia..C:: ~ ~~ 
wL~ -

thou&hts, feelinca, desires, stri~s, and a: tiena deTi.ate, :from ,; , 
. It,..,. ~ &11\. .tlwS. IA'~ 1 t~ I/" IS 

the moral, s dal aria ethioal prineiples f,{_&Hiety. h.:ifalues, tJ s 1~ 
1 

~itJ~ ilF 1nf'rl.naed. The de1:inquent .. t •an ,,,,_ Do ~ 
••• fxp!ttl~en viewed as an aot· , , pertomed by a ertal.n 

~~ 
imividua1 in a ertain apeei.t!o b'-cqHand am hisber,r, livinc in 

9u4,'u)~ 1i> ~~ }1lq~'~ 
a caertain • eia1 atmosphere, and toJJ.'# BI tHli &r certain l' us t I I ft.ls• cen-

:flillts. -· 
In 1816 the repot-t f' the Conmi ttee To9., investi&atina the causes 

•f the alarmina inoreaae f JuTenile Delinquency in the ~trepelis 

1, ~ C, ,' ,(t...__ ~ ~ ~ ~ I L....,iqt,I., I 11 l I I f" 1',, 



of London ~s the primary oauses as the improper 8'nduot of 

parents, the want of eduoation, the lack of suitable employment, 

the violation of the SabbA.th, and. habits of gambling in the p.iblic 

streets. Other oontribu~ causes were the severity of the 

oriminal oode, the defective state of the polioeJ and the existing 

f;SYStem of prison discipline. . ~, _ ,,w,t ~ ~ ~ NAN~ iu~ 6UN(' ~ , 

~ :1,.~he past, meJ.fl haoe aduoeatet!. that . the causation 
Suet.. aA, · 

o'&- J J · r s is lu.areagMi ulseats tshzoetgh the shape of the skull, 

hered.i ty, insanity, alcobolism,run f eeblemind.edness. Ba:rrrer, 

'J.h. thin the last few decades these etiological factors have been 
~ 

a source of recurring conflicting discussion. Indeed 1', ha.«-, 

been a veritable battleground for sociologist, psychologist, 

psychiatrist and others so that even today, there is no peace 

nor reconciliation on this subject. arf'are rages, dogmatism 

increases and the oonfliot deepens and widens. 

One school of thought zealously guards the envirorunental 

faotors ·and carefully they watch the growth and development of 

the child. Stinulus and response detennined by prior training 

affects oharacter formation and society thus paves the way for 

the delinquent. Home circumstances, poverty, parental control 

and influence, child relationship, education, friends, leisure and 

the neighbourhood all play- an important part here. It is 

noticeable that Healy and other United. States ed.ucationionists 

stress this factor above all others. 



The imp rtanoe of su'bnonnali ty r dullneai is the main fa.cter 

te 'be taken int ao ount in an ther soheel f theu&ht. The aehaT-

iour f _ the delinquent is due enti~ t mental retarda.ti n r laek 

et' intelle tual apacity, and thus a child throu&h net lcnowinc ner 

understandi?li is led into delinquent behaviour. Jfere abilities -

speoial and 1eneral - a.re also o nsidered, ve:ri>al facility is weak, 

absi:ra.ot reasoninc is 1 w and n the Simon-Binet scale the Intelli-

1enoe Quotient is well below avera&e. Goddard and Pearce are the 

ma.in exponents f this croup. 

The dissooial r maladjusted youth, to a third &NUP encen-

tra.tinc on the causation of delinquency, is characterised. •Y a detect 

in pr.-sona.lity. Tbrouah to lenient or eTen teo striot discipline, 

thrQi&h a broken heme and ther faJllily dispa:17a&ements the ohild does 

not receive the rrect parent-child relationship, thus a penonality 

defect is caused. In addition the en:otions, and sentimmta are net 

ful'.cy' de"f"eloped nor oontrelM., while temperament and character :f'otm-

ation is a1so at faul~. Uril. er this oatef ry, hunier, sex, an&er, 

a quisitiTeness, fear and &rief' are the undeveloped parts of the de-

linquent's personality. The names t Capwell and Durea. ~ sprin& 

to mind in this field of tho~ht. 

Psyoho-somatio oondi tions are the only oauses of delinquency 

aoconli~ to another school •f tlwu:ht. The distur'banoe of the 

endocrine balance ejecti~ ed tis1 into the bl od stream either a. 

deficiency or over supply of hormones makes a ohild socially mal-



a.djusted. Heiiht and. wei&ht, underdevelopment, nourishment, Ol"lanic 

disabilities, climatic and seasonal variations a.na other technical 

medical factors are all f'ully disoussed a.nd found to be the reasons 

behind delinquenay. Lippilan and Levy with ma?:\Y' others are the lead-

ina proponents here. 

The Psyoho-d,ynamia school under the capable cuidance of such 

men as Bowlby, Dollard. and others especially emphasize the motives 

and drives of th~vidual.o They have a wider outlook and. basis 

than the representatives of the Psyoho-analytioal School, -whose tech-

nique was developed by Freud and is ohara.cterized by a dynamio view 

of all a.speots of mental life, oon$ous and uneonai.ous, and 'by an 

elaborate technique of' imresti4a1ion and treatment based on free ass-

ociation. NeBVOUs disorders a.rx}fnental cases of the delinquent are 

mainly oured. To this ~roup the early Jtears of' infancy are lariely 

susceptible to defects in the e10, super-e10 and lf ido and. that is 

the ma.in cause attributable to delinquent behaviouro Freud, .Uob-

horn, Friedland.er and Alexander are the names associated with the 

above methods. 

Mlltiple causation is now held by a &reat llllDi>er of those whG 

are interested in the stuey" of the delinquent cblla. Thus defects 

in some or all of the f actori mentioned previously are the ea.uses in 

delinquency and no one factor can be solely attrr uted to his dis-

sooial behaviour. Burt; ef En&].and, with other investi1a.tors hold 

this view. 



6. 

It oan be olearl.3' seen, theret'ore, that those schools f thou&ht 

are clearly determined by eaoh individual proponent and each ~ that 

they are exclusive. Howev-er, overlappin& Dllilt ooou.r. The aim of 

this thesis is to take each of these schools o~hotliht, critically ex-

amine them, an:1 then try to reach some decree o'f synthesis in the/ciet5:-

ol aioal battlefield of Juvenile delinqaenoy. 
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CJIAPrER II. 

SOCIOLOOIC.AL FA.CrORS. 

All delinquent behaviour, whateYer f rm it mq take, has the camnon 
~\.M1t.~'t l\i°lo~ 

denominator of Hl&laiiapti.oa of the indiviaual to the demands <£ the 

sooial order. Therefore, dellnquenoy is not the name f an illness 

but one of the maey oonoepts of the disorder <£ the s ial system. 

Thus, capitalism, to mar\Y', breeds crime. 

Ma.zv b oles ha.ve been written on thk aspect of delinquency alone, 

am to try and minutely axa.nxtne every detail wcw.d be well ni&h im-

possible here. It is neaessary however to divide the s oiol p. ·a1 

factors f delinquency into oate1ories outside and inside of the h e. 

The fomer croup v«>uldp>nsist of the oinema., :badi , and press, alcoh-

olism, nc, the moral standal:u of the nation and the locality of the 

individual nei1l'bourhood-. The latter croup \IIOuldpaturally include 

the family ail4 relati nships t ·he~in, broken homes, desertion,ill-

e1itimaoy, poverty, am the sooio-eo nomic situation, leisure time, 

friends and associates. 

Shaw and MoKq point out in their uook "Juvenile Delinquency 

an1 Urban Areastt, that delinquency is hiably correlated with s oial 

disorcanization, chatJ&es of population, inadequate housin&, and pov-

erty. Sellin and Shaw and other sociolo1ists would & still further 

am confidently affirm that delinquenay is entirely due t the action 

on a variable rumber of external circumsta.mes touchinc upon a.- normal 



a. 
personality. Indeed Shaw a;f':firms in his book "Social Factors of 

Delinquency" that a very high proportion of delinquency is due to 

social oondi tions in which the delinquents a.re brought up and the only 

remedy is to alJeviate those oondi tions by the co-operation of the 

affected. families through their own desire to improve themselves. 

The neighbourhood tends to play an important role in the oansatian 

of delinquency too. Factors such as a do-m to-m area , slum conditions, 

industry, changing popllation, all tend to cause instability of the area 

concemed. In ad.di tion, the dearth of cultural and recreational 

facilities llllst be included in the main items conoemed. It is here 

that statistics prove unreliable however. Healy, for e:x:anrple, places 

a vecy small emphasis on poverty and tleighbourhood conditions and i et his 

studies only tive per cent of delinquency arises from this source. 

Brackenridge and Abbot, on the other hand, in their studies state that 

nine tenths of delinquent girls and three quarters of delinquent boys 

came from a poor neighbourhood. In the Cambridge Stu~ of Youth the 

home areas of 'most delinquent' boys are not as a rule more unfavourable 

than those of 'less delinquent' boys. Even in New Zealand the same 

criteria does app'.cy; as for instance in Wellington the number of 

delinquent acts in the more down town areas is only slightly higher 

than those in SeatOWl - a more favourable suburban residential area -

where the proportion of delinquenoy is similarly high. 



1r :t 

To prove that neighbourhood conditions are some measure of criteria 

on the causation of delinquency Burt, Carr-Saunders, Mannheim, Rhodes 

am. others have compared urban and country areas and fin:1 that a 

higher proportion of delinquent acts is in the ~an areas. Hovever, 

this percentage can be reduced considerably due to the fact of the 

exodus from the country to the town naturally giving more scope for 

delinquent behaviour and to the fact that in the ooontry delinquent 

acts are less rarely discovered. 

9. 

Hov.ever, between sociologist and welfare o:f'f'icer am. others, there ·/ 
~ ~ 

is such a disparagement that the only valid conclusion seems to be 

that there is no definite criteria of measuring,for different scales 

of rating are used. in different countrieso 

It seems as if no direct relationship between the degree of delin-

quency and the standard of living am neighbourhood conditions can be 

attributed. Thus there oan be no direct correspondence between /-1,\1: 

seriousness and :t'requency of delinquent behaviour and the character of 

the neighbourhood. furt wisely reports and gives as his valid conclusion 

that the relationship between material circumstances and social misconduct 

is far snaller than people suppose. 

Undoubtedly, if neighbourhood. conditions were the primary factor, 

then in new housing estates such as are seen in Britain, Germa.tzy" and 

America today, tren the delinquency rate v.ould drop but the world trend 

remains fairly constant in spite of the improved social conditions and 

the increase of socio-economic levels. Indeed in some places there is a 

sharp rise in juvenile delinquency. In ]hgland and Wales the nuni>er p 
of delinquents found guilty of indictable offences was 21,152 under four-

teen years of age and 13,861 between - -



fourteen and seventeen years. Figures for 1948 reveal 26, 715 under 

fourteen years and. 16,991 between fourteen and seventeen years. 

Thus in a period of less than tv.o years, the delinquent offences 

discovered and fow:d guilty increased by 5,563 for those under four-

teen years of agE#by 3,130 for those between the ages of fourteen 

and seventeen years. In a popilation whoee nett reproductive rate 

is only slightly above 1. the figures are ala.nning. 

It would be unwise to pass any particular con:rnent on neighbour-

hood factors unless observation of the neighbourhood is made in more 

minute detail. The ccmm.mi ty can, and does play a great and import-

ant part in moulding the life of the individual and therefore marring 
. . 

factors can retard the individual's growth and personality. T1le main 

group, 'Mlich to sociologists, seems to hold llllCh importance here is 

the cinema, radio, and. press ,vi.th alcoholism, worlc and moral standa:rds 

included. 

It is noticeable that at this stage there is no general agreement 

among mrkers of delinquents on the above causes. One of the reasons 

10. 

may be that nothing is really known about what harmful effects really 

take place for it is only thought that certain things poour am. develop 

from trem. 

Cerlain films, for example are always dealt with in the wrq of 

abuse. Surely 'gangster' films and films of low sexual morality must --influence the youth of todey. True, they may be detrimental to 

young people but only in so far as the young person finds the method 

of delinquency - for the act was there prior to the film. To produce 

~ immoral play, show a film of vice or violenoe predisposes a 
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child' s intellect capable of understanding it and it is often seen 

that a child can be unmoved by immoral scenes whereas adults can be 

deeply shocked. This fact has been observed in w.oh :films as blood-

thirsty sagas which make adult blood oural.e, but usually engages the 

attention only o:f the child. Undoubtedly the filmxmey give th'1;eob-

nique and may stir the emotions to a greater degree but the act is there 

beforehand. Nevertheless the fantasy life of the child nust be wa.tohed 

and guarded. and here the films cannot be excused.. Ex:cessive passion 

is seen in only about seven per cent of boys who are delinquent accord-

ing to Burt and more recently Bagot wanis us not to lay too lXll.Ch empbas is ---
on the factor of the cinema., 8Jll'U.Sement plaoes, lack of club facilities 

and bad companionship. Some educators believe that vioarirus adventure, 

escape, excitement, 'blood and thunder' are necessary and an important 

part in the life of' most children, as outlets for their O\ffl emotions, 

particularly the feeling of aggression. To me the cause of' delinquency 

cannot be attributed. to the cinemas for even i:f a child mimics the film 

the oause is deeper and the most that can be said is that :films may 

determine the type o:f delinquency but are not the caase o:f the delinquent 

act itself. 

Similarly I feel the same about the press. In America, the literat-

ure that lJJal\Y read is not of a high intellectual stand.an!.. Marv comics 

are avidly read, but these are not the cause of delinquency. Poor 

standard literature may hamper or even not allow :for the growth of und&:'-

standing and the development of' the intellectual capacity, but that f'aot 

is not the one which causes delinquency. In Phgl.and sane of' the news-

papers which :feature the sordid and unheal tey life of the cmimmi ty and 

which have the biggest circulation do not produce delinquent aots. 



At the most it merely. suggests and shows methods., techniques and. 

ideas to a mind already thinking of such behaviour. 

The radio., especially the serials are also blamed for the way-

wa.rdness of youth. How this can be so is hard to understand. 

Most children like the progranmes that are 'put across' and Ulxler 

120 

care:f'u.l parental supervision., no harm slx>uld occur. Even if the pro-

grammes were altered., it is doubt:f'u.l if the rate of delinquency 'WOuld 

alter greatly. 

Undoubtedly the cinema, press and. radio have a great youthful 
a considerable 

audience ani ocoupyApart of their time and can be help:f'u.l or other-

wise to the development of their life and aesthetic taste but in the 

light of present knowledge it cannot be a:t'firmed that these anuse-

ments have al'(Y' real specific or major harm:f'1l influence on youthful 

morality or on delinquency. 

,.Again it would not be correct to let these com::unity anu.sements 

ott lightly for they oan arouse acute anxiety which v'lith other contrib-

uting factors may bring about the delinquent act. If' all the cinema 

theatres were closed or progral111lles plaJed on a higher lever intell-

ectually, if the press only piblished news of intellectual and aes-

thetic value and the w:i.reless likewise, and i.f the comnunity were 

cleaned up socially and morally., there still would be delinquency -

reduced. no doubt - but still there. Thus it can only be concluded 

that press, cinema am. radio may show the criminal techniques to 

juveniles predisposed. to learn them. 
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Alcoholism at this juncture 1111st also be considered. HaI,nf'u1. results 

do occur, erooti.ons are a.l"Qlsed, passions quickened and aotion slowed 

down and there is no doubt this has a disinhibi ting effect f'acili tat-

ing impllsive delinquent behaviour. Even with oontinled alcoholism there 

1!JBY be permanent deterioration in the higher mental tu.notions, which 

undoubtedly through time would lead to increasing social maladjustment. 

In Paris, alcoholic consumption is traceable in three out of' every four 

Juvenile delinquents. :&it again this aspect of social life is not an 

important factor in juvenile delinquency. Need it be said that alcohol 

drinking in excess is usually one of the psychological di:ffioul ties of 

mal~stment in some other part of the life of the adolescent conoemed. 

Al though drunkenness is twice as common in delinquent homes as in non.-

delinquent homes, drunkenness is not a factor but a symptom. 

The moral standards of the nation are o:f'ten blamed for juvenile 

delinquency. Because tmre is laxity in this sphere of life the 

delinquent sees the prevailing standards and these become part and paroe1 

of the mind and life of the adolescent. They take notioe of suoh 

symptoms and feel they oan get off with it and so have no . oompmotion 

regarding a disregard for property or lif'e. Sooi~logists, however, 
~ 

believe that this is not ultimately so for the lack of moral restraint 

in the life of the nation would not allow the delinquent to know the 

real difference between right and wrong, but delinquents in a great 

nwii>er of oases do know this difference. 
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Tlnl.s, if 100ral confusion were the causation of the act of aelinquenoy 

the act VIOUld naturally be unwittingly done. This is not the case. 

People give as evidence the fact that statistics prove that 

in time of' war or .ist national upheaval the rate of delinquency 

increases alarmingly. This is not due entirely to moral causes 

but to ma.t\Y environmental factors suoh as both parents oorking, 

lack of home :facilities, less neighbourhood control, home life 

and other contributing causes. 

Unemployment nust come urxler our observation :for when there 

is a great deal of unemployment due to depression the delinquent 

ra1;e rises. This is natural ho-v.ever., f'or in order that people 

may live, there is less compunction eni even none to talce the neo-
un 

essities of life by whatsoever means availableo If"employment 

were the causation of' delinquency then it v.Ql].d naturally follow 

that in time of war or national crises when all are employed, 

juveii.ile delinquency would be on the decline. 

not prove this. 

The facts again do 

A great number of tlx>se in the envirornnental camp state that 

in building better homes, granting better wages, cleaning up slums 

and doing all that is needful to create an Utopia, that those means 

would bring about a rapidly diminishing itelinquent rate. If en-

vironmental factors are the basic causes, then the importance of 

heredity in all its aspects would certainly be diminished. 
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Inside the home, it seems a.s if the differentiat~ oondition is 

almost always th~tional factor of the home itself. It is stressed 

tha.t broken homes and. delinquency are hi&h:cy correlated and. if it is 

meant that broken homes are to be ~ressed in terms of the absence 

of one or both parents the contention cannot be fully substantiatedo 

Dishonesty, oonfliot and unwise disoip!).ine either in its laxity o, ,-t'~ 
~ ~ \~)1'. °'" o.t.J 

over strictness, ~ be more dama&~t ur ~as-bar! to.. the 

de:v:el;pment of the mature personalitj ..._ the total absence of one 

or both o:t)f;he parents. It is the home whioh is emotionally broken 

in an irreparable~ which predisposes to crime. It is oommonly ·~ reported that persistant delinquent a.ots ieneral.l,y develop after the 

neurotic de:f'enaes a&a.inst the home environment have broken down. 

Thus it oan be seen that the more closely related the social and eioot-

ional ties of/the home are, then in the security of/the parents• affec-

tion the child finds one of its irea.test needs. For exa.n:ple, Shelion 

a.r.d Eleanor Glueck in 966 stuaied oases, found that .olSoper oent 'came 

from psycholoiioally broken homes. Merrill found that 500 7 per cent 

of his oases were like-wise. It is important to notioe also that of 

the 48 p~ oent; of the broken homes in the Glueck' s Study, 4-4- per oent 

of them were broken before the ohild had reached the ~e o:f' five years. 

In oon~n ff this statement;, Armstro111 reported 29 p~ oent; of 

his oases of six hundred runaway boys oame from broken homes an:1 the 

homes had been broken du~ the first foor years of the ohild' s life, 

while another 28 per oent were broken while the child wa.s between four 

an3. sill years of a&e. 

7 
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In many homes in Britain during the last -world war, "Mien the del-

inquency rate rapidly increased, it was noticed. that most of the del-

inquents had. both parents w:>rking ..., thus many received unoooked meals, 

irregul1U" hours, lack of discipline and tired parents. Strange as 

it mey seem, it is noticeable that in a n.u.ni>er of oases the delinquent 

is the only child in the family or if' there are others, it is usually 

the eldest or there is a separation by a large age difference. Thus 

the average dittii family of a delinquent child is not closely knit together. 

The conclusion is certainly seen in that broken homes occur more often 

among delinquents than non-delinquents, and that there are more bad 

infl.u:Bllces on the families of delinquent children than in families of 

non-delinquent neighbours. 

The total picture w:>uld read that the proportion of delinquents 

who come from broken homes where parents are divorced, legally separ-

ated. or living apart, and where matrimonial. disharmoey exists, is high. 

Most investigators in this field piace the percentage between fifty 

and fifty-five per cent. The child is unhappy and insecure, and 

perhaps not wanted.; his loyalties are divided and often rebellion 

is brought about. 

Another asp<eJt which must be touched upon is the parent-child 

relationship. It is commonly agreed that the delinquent has greater 

emotional deprivations than his non-delinquent neighbours. It is 

again comr'l:>nly agreed upon by those competent to write on this subjeot 

that in all cases of delinquency there is a low proportion of delin-

quents living with their mothers and that they have a higher proportion 
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of pa.rents separated., div~reed. or never been married than non-delinquents. 

In some studies at least half of them came from homes broken by death 

and the above causes. 

Sheldon Glu~ in 'Varieties of !l.unan Peysique' aives the impression 

that a delinquent is dependent upon affection and seauri ty and upon 

emotional support anc1 much of that is lacldn,1. !urthemore, Sheldon AtlO f.Lf.Arfoi(. 

Glu&: in 'Juvenile Delinquent Grows Up' show that twenty ho per cent 

of the parents are divoroed or separated, sixteen per cent have imoom-

patible marital relationships and seventy per oent ha.ve criminality or 

delinquency in other brothers, sisters or parents. 

When the character of the pa.rents is studied it is noticed that 

IDaizy- of the paramts ha.ve poor intellect and are unreliable, in addition 

there is a poor example of honesty and self-restraint, the faini'.cy' 

horizons are limited and the educational backiround is not rich. In 

such countries as .AJnerica. where there is a &reat peroentaae of immi&htian 

it is found that eighty per cent of' the parents were bom in f'orei&n 

countries and Dl.Ve a aul ture conf'liot. Parents of' delinquents are more 

burdened w.ith plzy'sioa.l ailments, mental retardation or baokwardness, 
,, 

emotional disturbanees, drunk, ss and criminalism than in non-delinquent 

homes,.anlc 1 h is estimated that pa.rents of' delinquents with court - _.___ -- -
records exceed twenty per oent and parents who a.re heavi.JJ' alcoholic ----I exceed twenty-five per cent. The families are sliahtly more emotionally 

II--
inadequate than non-delinquent.' families and live in a less refined, 

cultural atmosphere. They seem to be less sel.f-respeotin,& and ambitious 
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and the starx1ard of conduct is &enerally poorer. Thus, it would 

a.ppear that the environme:it is less aonducive to wholesome rea.rin& 

of healtey, hapPY, law-abidin& children. It is also noticeable 

that delinquents have fewer bread-winners am more unskilled and 
lORer per oapit~ income and in normal times in the homes of delin-

qi ents there is twice as JDa.ey' instances where neither parent is 

employed than in other homeso 

It is not, however, the matee:i.al faults of the home environment 
I 

that primarily or even materially affect the deve1opment of chara.c-
/ 

ter am commmity stanlard.s :£or the personal relationship especially_ 

the mother-ohild is nru.ch more important. 

Of a certa:inty, emotionally inadequate homes eIJiender deep con-

f'liot in the child which is o:f'te:q expressed in neurotic disomer ~ 

delinquency. It is not the home, meanirl& the plumbin&, iani tation, 

lack of recreational opportunities which en&ender delinquency - not 

if there is seouri ty in the home am v.holesome expression. 
~tU(c,U . 

Povertyr,. is not a oause alone, for over half of the delinquent oases 

appearin& before the court come fran homes where poverty is nowhere 

near. If poverty were the prime factor, wbJr does it then operate 

differently in various people in similar areas, for out of one street 
oill,.-1 

of a dov.n town area., there may-,.. ?>e one delinquent home. J&a:in, pre-

cisely, how does poverty alone lead to delinquency? In 19!6, the 

Home Secretary appointed a conmittee to consider this aspect of del-

inquency and the find.~s were that 24.22 per cent alone were belo,v 

parity level. It may be that there is a proportion of delinquents 

from homes where conditions are unsatisfactory ~vero:rovded, inade-

quately furnismd and neP-lected, where there is little or no privacy 

, 
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and. little home-life but it is still yet uncertain that poverty 

always shows a siin,ificant correlation with the incidence o:f del-

inquemy. Sufficient is it to~ that the correlations vary with 

the &roup of delinquents examined and the plaoe where it is under-

takeno 

Statistics dto not prove that delinquent children live in homes 

where poverty d-wells, but here in this case, statistics are not accunte 

either in r.iea.surene:it or in result. For example statistics o:f some 

sociologists vary considerably, so that delinquents livil'l.i in:-

Comfortable Homes vary from 27-52. p. c. 

Marginal Homes 

Dependent Homes 

If 

tt 

II 

tt 

4-2-35 p.c. 

31-13 p.a. 

" ] 

Even if the first column was taken as be~ correct, the mmber 

of delinquents living in comfortable and ~ homes v.ould reach 

69 per cent, and i:ft the second. colunm was accurate, the peroenta,ie 

would be 87 per cent. Thus neighbourhood conditions may enoouraie 

the delinquent aot, but are certainly not the CX) ntributina ea.uses. 

American investi.cators make seventy per cent of delinquent 

f'amilies just self-supporting, ard of those sixty per cent live in 

homes which are unwholesome am over-orovided., disorderly and ill-

ventilated. The ~lish sociolo&ists on the other hand produce fi~es 

as low as forty per cent so that the yard-stick of measurement be-

tween those two countries differ considerably either due to the teol'\t 

nique of measurement or to the criteria of' the vat ue of the sta.nlard 

of living. 
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Now touching upon discipline in the home life, it is seen in 

the case studies of the majority of welfare officers and others 

concerned, that there is no real self-control. The delinquent 

""'° ""' naturally dislikes &Xf!J....control whatsoever. Discipline t\s either 

too strict, ot7 too lax and leisure is plentif'ul and is not parentally 

watched, while it is spent 100stly in the streets. It is estimated 

that twenty to thirty per cent do not~ but walk the streets, and 

in most oases, home-life has few claims upon thadelinquent. Unless 

a. t'e:f'ormed society or a. new Utopia results in better parental a.tttludes 

delinquency will not be pr~ed. It is often stressed thAt}.f the 

comouni ty fostered well run clubs that delinquent children -would join 

them and partake of a new spirit and tms conmit less or no delinquent 

acts. To prove this, f~res are &iven which show that seven~J-:five 

per cent <if' the delinquent oases in England a.n:i Wales have no leisure 

activity in aey orianized olubo The qiestion is not whether the del-

inquent would fare better in ~ ~ 911 not_,1'or ~ he answer brooks no 

alternative_j)ut the question should be couched "would a delinquent enter 

such a blub and be happy there?" Here the answer I!llst be in the de- _) 

cided neiative, as there seems to be IJla1\Y clubs where the delinquent 

cruld enter am. the only valid conclusion can bythat either some 

part of soviety does not desire them or that they themselves do not 

wish to use the existi~ facilities. It is unusual therefore for 

a delinquent to belont to or to be in a youth organization. 

In addition to wa1king the streets, lll8lzy' frequent the :t\m-fairs, 

oa;f~s, cinemas, danoe halls, billiard saloons and other suoh liko/ places 

to an excessive degree; ma?\Y gani:>le fairly heavily and apparently 

look bored. "Co • hi II mpamons P says Hea.zy and fkommer, "is the causative 
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:factor in sixty-two per cent of three thousand studied cases". 1 

Burt, however, in his studies state5 that ttcompanionship plays only 

a minor role"2 am f!.ivefds estimation as only eiihteen per cent in 

l)is cases studied. This di:f':f'erenoe is so si&n,ificant that one oan 

only asswne that the stadan'is juda;ed are on different levels. 

Nevertheless, it is only fair to point out that statistios and case 

studies show that 100 at delinquents have aelinquent companions am that 

.,st a:f:f'ences are cmrmn:i:tted in a group an:l not alone. It appears 

that the &rOUP iives solidarity am a suuestion of the measure of 
~ 

corporate feeling. This gives rise to the view that a. delinquent 

in most oases seems to be a. product of group li:f'e. 

In conclusion it vou+d appear that character, to sane de&ree, 

is m:>ulded by the environment. It is significant that both Healy 

and Btrt link the llllltituae of en:vironmental :rai,tors such as broken 

homes, lack of discipline, bad canpanionshi.p, lack of orf!.anization -f' 
leisure time a.n;t>ther ecomomic factors with the aetioloiY of juvenile 

' delincpeooy, but sociology has not yet solved the problem w the ooa--

relations vary with ,iroups of delinquents examined ~ the place 

where unlertalee;i, nor can it solze the i;roblem of siblings in the same 

environment where one is a delinquent and the other got. Thus both 

Burt and Healy allow for environrnental :f'actors but reason out that 

the eDX>tional development is greater than ~se contributed. by society. 

(1) Healy an:3. Bronner "Delinquents an:1 Criminals 
in the making" - New York. 1926. 179. 

(2) Burt, c. "Jevtinile Delinquency" - New York. 
1926. 125. 
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In a stuey of one hundred and thirty..-three families which include 

one hundred and ninety f'our children old enough to be delinquents, out 

of four hmdred and sixty--one, Healy notices that only one third enjoy 

adequate income, that one half exists on marg:inal resources and the re-

mainder dependent on J;Ublic aid and that forty four per cent of these 

homes are unduly cromed.. On a. similar pattem lbrt uses oo-ef'fioients 

with non-delinquent children and gives the following figures:-

Poverty •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 .15 

Defective Family Relationships • , o • • 33 

Vicious Homes ••••••••••••••••••••o .59 

Defective Discipline o•o••••••••••• .55 

The f'aot of a high incidence of delinquency in areas a.djaoent to 

indust:cy or dilapidated. houses, dirty streets, low rents, poverty, in-

ad.equate recreational :facilities or from a low cul tura1 area fails to 

furnish and is of little help in giving an explanation of the causation 

of delinquency. ?mob sociologioal reasoning on the causation of juv-

enile delinquency forgets and even ignores the f'act that in society, 

there are individuals who mll not oonf'irm to type and that individuals 

differ in respect of ma.cy elements in a cultural sooio-econanic region. 

It would seem as if' environr.11ental factors are not operative in an 

extem.al area alone but in the mental life of the individual. These 

theories do not tell ~ a greater proportion of people in a delinquent 

area are not delinquents and in what ~ ~o~· 
they differ from their1del-

inquent neighbours. Shaw in "The Natural Histor,y of the Delinquent 

Career" begins with the sooiologic analysis but ends significantly w.ith 

specific psychologic and. psychiatric concepts such as a precocious 

personality, inferiority complex and. personality adjustment problems. 

/ 
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The preceding :facts in this chapter canno:'1 fail to show us like-

wise. 

0 

1 • 
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CH.APrER III. 

In earlier days it was comin:mly supposed that every crinna1 had 

inherited intellectual subnormali ty. Cesare I,oni)roso believe!. that 

crime was often the natural activity of' i;ersons destined fronbirth 

to become briminal, but later on recognized this claim in onl: two-

fifths of all criminals. However, the idea of the born crirr..naJ. is 

now exploded so that few today believe that crime is inheri tel.. It 

is true to state that the hereditary constitution can only here an 

indirect eff'ect upon the person concerned in the matter of crl.minality. 

In the study of' delincpency llllch discussion has centred U'OUI1d 

the intelli~eme of the offend.er an:1 Il1a.lzy' have proclaimed taat: the 

delincpent is mentally retarded or backwa.ro, ar:d have even classed him 

as mentally deficient. 

In England the f'iit,tres given where either one or both parmts 

J are dull or sub-norm.al are only ten per cent of' the delinquent ~ases 
J al together. Of' the father's occupation, forty seven per cent are 

skilled workers with fifty six per cent in steady employment. These 

facts alone, which are similar to those in America, do not suuest al"\Y 
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~ real mental retardation of 1M,.. intellectual capacity of the parents. 

It is therefore necessary at this juncture to examine the Intelli&ence 

Quotient of the delinquents themselves, and the scale of measurement 

used is the &enerally accepted Si.loon-Binet one. Here Kvtp:"aceus 
1 L ) °' 

iives some illuminating fi"1,lres which are as follows:-

I.Q •. above 110 - 5~6 p.c. delinquents 

90 -109 - 44. 7 p.o. II " 
70 - 89 - 39.3 p.c. tt " 

Feebl e-mind.ed. 2.8 p.o. It II 

Morons 7.6 p.o. It II 

Jfurthermore, Bow1'1', in his :fOllrty four oa.se studies finds tha.t 

twenty three had an Intelligence Quotient between ei.ihty-five and one 

hundred. and fourteen. These figures t-hen show tha.t a.pprorlma.tezy 

half of the delinquent cases studie.f are just sliihtly belliow ave?'-

aa;e or are aver3.&e in intellectual ability. Approxima.tezy forty per 

cent are below average but are educable or backwaril only while ~ery 

small percentage, not even amounting to ten per cent, are really 

intellectually sub-normal. 

A different pict ure is iJ.eaned when one reviews the fiiUres of 

Goddard in his case studies of one hundred girls in the Girlh' 

In:lustrial Home, Delaware, Ohio. His classification reads a.a follows:-

59 Feeble-minded, 14 border-line, 

13 mentally retarded., and 14 normal. 

In the Boys'• Industrial School "t Lancaster of the one hundred boys 

studioo., the f'i~res were:-
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11 retarded. and 17 normal. 
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The resu1lts here prove to this author that over fifty per cent 

were in reality mentally deficient. At a later date, of the one 

thousand and thirty four cases he examined thirty six and a half per 

cent were feeble-minded. 

Burt of London in 19:15, classified. only e:i,.ht per cent of his 

cases stuiied. as feltble-mililed.. The follo'Wll'li year, Healy a.nd 

Bronner ~ave their statistics as thirteen point five pr oent while 

in 1934 Sheldon am Eleanor 111.u~gave a si.Jlilar percentage, namely 

thirteen point one per oent. However, it is reasonable to eicpeot 

that wherewer delinquenoy ocours a munber of mentally defectives 

will be found owing to mental instability and exm,eme au&gestability. 

Dr. Gori?li gives the :impression that a defective intelliienoe 

is a vital mental constitutional factor in the aetioloiY of orime, 

while Hea'.cy would classify mental deficienoy as the l9.rieat single 

cause of del.inq.iency. Godda.ro would a.&ree with the preced~ state-

ments,but not Burt, who, with only e~ht per cent of mental deficiency 

in his oases studied, , • uld treat intellectual subn))rmali ty as only 

a minor factor. It is notioeable that the dullest Intelligence 

Quotient Delinquents are brought before the Court on suoh oharges 

as wan:ler~, oruelty, and destructive misohief, while those of 

slii}l~ roore intelli&enoe steal and those with still hi&her Intell-

igeme Quotients have nearly all sex cffemes to their~redi t. Thus 

it wruld seem that the influence of an intellectual def eot as a pre-

condition of crime is a. n~ative and not a positive one and the ld 
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of intelligenoe scarcely furnishes a motive for wrong doing • 

.Al though Burt in his oase studies classifies only eight per cent 

as mentally defioient, he nevertheless gives a .w:ad:wg warning that mentally 

deficients are found five times as nuch ruoong delinquents than am:>ng the 

school poi:w.ation at large and therefore nust be reckoned with as a factor 

in the production of crime. To this the consent of Sheldon and Eleanor 

Glueck r.aust al.so be added. 

However, Stein, a psychiatrist to the Chicago Juvenile Court, wou1d 

oppose these facts and. in a yet unpublished (1951) study, reports 

that his findings show that in all probabili t'IJ the distribution of 

intelligence SJOOng juveniles label.led delinquents is the same as, if not 

higher than, for non-delinquents. 

The difficulties which have to be overcome in the ab~vestigations 

seem to be the one of the method of Lum1Piag testing, and it looks as if 

the method is still unstandardized to some degree. However, the total 

picture in the correlation of delinquency and mental deficieno,J is 

weak. Healy and. Bronner a.f':f'inn that the intellectual level in general 

does not distinguish the delinquent from his no:nael.inquent sibling 

though it~ have some importance. 

It seems that a m:>re thorough research technique is still yet 

necessary so that sources of error oan be wa.tohed roore carefully and 

that the method of selecting a cross section of delinquents is more 

accurate and control groups likewise. Furthermore, the em:>tions must 

be watched al.so while testing is taking place. 
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The arguments which ~1 lM used. in order to prove that delinquents 

were of low intellectual standard, were that irrational acts l• them-

selves to intellectual sub-normality. In addition sane of the facial 

features of the delinquent children look imbeoilio and. dispirited. 

However, now and again it may be that a delinquent is mentally retanled 

but the Intelligence Quotient figures tend to prove that this is an 

exception rather than a general rule. Thus the emphasis on intellectual 

deficiency as a primary cause of delinquency is unw arranted. 

A question which nust be asked is namely 11is a delinquent intell-

ectually handicapped?" Sheldon and. Eleanor Glueclc in fifteen per cent 

of their case studies of nine hundred and thirt,J five adolescents 

showed beyond measure that there is no reta.rda.tio11.\ and no evidence 

was forth-coming to show a substantial correspondence between intellect-

ual capacity and the severity 0,. :frequency of delinquent behaviour. 

Undoubtedly the other eighty five per cent were intellectually back-

ward am in normal schools would probably be misfits and problem 

pipils, but under correct educational supervision could be placed 
a 

into society. In ling].and. eight per cent of delinquent group 

examined ·were classified as mentally defective a.n::I. twenty-eight 

per cent dull, while the remainder were normal. This means that the 

delinquent may have a lesselr' capacity to approach problems method-

ically and. in an abstract manner, but they are not the only pupils to 

show this trait. The delinquent averages less in verbal imagery and 

has less power of observation than bis non-delinquent brother and of a 

certainty shows less aptitude in vo01lbula.ry and -
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an41 comprehension, but in a great percentage of oases the delinquents 

are superior in intellectual tasks where the approach is by direct 

pJ::wsioal relationships. 

Pearce gives a.s his own opinion that the intellect of the aver-

age delinquent is considerably less than tha.t of ~s non-delinquent 

neighbouro God.dam is ever;nore dogmatic and goes as far as to con-

sider that the presence of a mental defect will of itself explain the 

behaviour of a delinquent. 

Truana, and delinquency go hand in ham and though it is remem-

bered that truancy m03' lead to delinquency, but delinquency does not 

always cause truanC'J either. The delinquent has a distaste for fol"-

mal learning due no doubt to the slightly below average intelligence, 

la.de of fore-sight am grasping of abstract relationships. ]\J.rl'ber-

more, the fact of truancy can lead _to further retardation in school 

worlc. Truancy oan also be explained. partly by the rapid movement 

:from home to home an:l suburb to suburb of most delinquent families 

an1 partly to the emotional disruption in the home-lifeo 

In sunming up this chapter, Goddard I s ideas that a large number 

of people are not responsible for their aots because 0£ lack of suff-

icient intelligence is not completely accurate. Statistics and 

case studies prove that mat delinquents are definitely dull and 

backward in intellectual attainments but the degree of difference 

is slight, indeed. too slight to be regarded. seriously in the majorit<J 

of oases. It has now been proved that although intelligence is an 

inherited possession coIImOn to ell, yet the amount of intelligence 
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is peculiar to the individual and that delinquents are not intellect-

ually well bl!lilow average. Itl oannot be disproved that s:>me delin-

quents tell fantastio lies, are puerile and eaotistical and feeble-

minded., but it lillst also be remenbered that not all feeble-minded 

people commtt delinqi ent acts. Thq{,nly th.:ing that oan be stated 

with unaminity of opinion is tba.t 100st delinquents are slight],y below 

avel"a.ie intelli&enoe an:1 although this may be a. oontributing factor 

in a delinquent act, and llllSt of necessity be noted, nevertheless, 

intellectual subnormality is not the oole cause. 

------------
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PERSONALITY I TEMPER.AMENI! AND OH.ARA.OrER. 

Ya.inly through the objective testing of aaJ.inquents with suoh 

tests as the Rorsharoh Personality tests, aptitude and personality 

tests, inoludina the Pressey 11x-o" and California. tests, maI\Y facts 

a.re discovered and a&reed upon in this field o'f' study. 

Freud, Janet, Adler, Aichhorn and. Friedlamer would all state 

that the delinquent has a psycholo&ical disturbance in the develop-

ment of the personal. ity. To them ihe2e is a cpalitative defect in 

the Super-eio• This undevelopment of certain elements Im this 

field lead.a to anti-social behaviour. Just as the formation of 

the ego can be disturbed by partial retardation of development, so 

may the development of the Super-ego be delayed; also the progress 

of the ad.olesoent 01' child, therefore, can be hindered and an un-

favourable or incomplete personality would exist either through 

this undevelopment o~ ~at other times throuih social comitions un-

favourable to the formation and development pf the Supel'-eio• 

51. 

other investigators would rather use such tenns as the lack of 

growth, or partial retaro.ation of development in the sensory, motor 

and intellectual realms. Thus, if the growth of' one of these faotors 

does not coincide with the growth of the others, instability results 

and normal development may be retarded. To this end the mother-

child relationship is a determini~ factor in the later developnent 

/ 
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of the personality. Bowlby stresses the fact th tan emotional 

disturbance in early infanoy is one of the most specific factors, 

though n turally not the only one, in the oausation of juvenile 

delinquency. 

Thus, unfavourable circumstances, moral neglect, including tne 

other ideas mentioned in the first chapter, can therefore have 

lasting effect upon the personality, resulting in the emotion l 

tie being not formed nd the "pleasure-pain" principle not developed. 

Many case studies of this type re . seen here either in foster homes 

or in 'badly brought up' children, and in homes where children and 

parents are separated. Sometimes this defect in personality 

adjustment may come about through retardation in the intellectual 

sphere and a feeling of social mal djustment may possibly ensue. 

This, in time, could quite easily lead to unfavourable conditions 

and become a factor in delinquent behaviour. Thus, delinquency 
, 

could really be a mechanism of over-compensation for an inferiority 

feeling due to maladaptation or disability, either constitutional 

or acquired in the sensory or motor areas, physical growth, or in the 

intellectual sphere. 

Through the study of the Rorsharch Tests (Ink Blots), on del-

inquents and non-delinquents, a markedly different result is noticed. 

It is seen that the delinquent is usually more assertive and defiant, 

more resentful of others and hostile in attitude, he is suspicious 

and destructive and has an impulsive and vivacious manner nd in be-

haviour trends is usually an extrovert. Delinquents are also less 



submissive to authority, less oo-opera.tive and have less dependence 

upon others. It is usual for a delinquent to be less conventional 

in ideas, feelings, and behaviour and suffer less than non-delinquents 

for with the fear 1D1 failure and defeat, little is attempted. 

Many delinquents are also suspicious and stubborn. It would there-

fore appear that the delinquent has really no sound personality 

development either in the home or in the world; he has no real 

character formation and is really never adequately socialized. 

It is noticeable that a delinquent more often than a non-

delinquent makes a promise but does not keep it nor ever had any 

intention of so doing. Lies are told without giving any impression 

of real insincerity. Furthermore, the delinquent is more easily 

disappointed than his non-delinquent neighbour. Life is lived for 

the sake of pleasure, and the "pleasuren principle instead of the 

"Reality principle, is dominant. Perhaps he oould be termed 

'emotionally infantile 1 ,and in many ways this lack o(personality 

development shows itself in hostility to an older person and to 

society generally. Perhaps Aiohhorn in the theme of his book 

nAgressive Youth" adequately assesses their personality structure 

in that they show an open hatred for authority, a disregard for 

property and a laok of consideration for others with a streak of 

cruelty in the delinquent's own life, 

Nearly all the sociologists agree on this personality defect, 

and point out how the delinquent is governed solely by impulses 

which give him pleasure and unfortunately many of theseimpulses are 

anti-social. 
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Bowlby points out that in his case study of forty-four tni:,tes, 

thirteen were over-aotive and fourteen had a lack of normal affection 

and no sense of responsibility whatsoever. 

Thus a delinquent aot is not a fortuitous aot or episode in 

the life of a delinquent, but the outoome of many emotional oross 

ourrents. Burt calls this factor 'E' and stresses its importance, 

for the delinquent ot oan be an esoape or an outlet from an emot- 6 

ional situa.tion. 

Sufficient is it to state that fifty-five per oent of many 

c see which I gleaned from th.e selected bibliography had mental, 

emotional, or personality diatoriiations. This does not mean to eay 

) 

a 
that every delinquent act is psychological act and that psychological 

factors must be the primary determin nt, but I am only reiterating 

that n et cannot take place - whether it comes from an intellectual 

or social source - without involving or harming the psyche. The ease 

or otherwise in which this act takes place depends on the previous 

condition of the personality of the delinquent, his constitution, 

experience of life, resistance and weakness. 

The temperament of the delinquent which is now to be discussed. 

will include the topics of instincts, sentiments and emotions as well. 

Burt, Healy and others would generally agree that the common 

acts of delinquency committed by the young mainly consist, in nearly 

every case either of hereditary reactions which constitute the univ-

ersal human instincts or else of slightly more modified reactions 

elaborated out of, but still of necessity, arising from the modes 

of response. 
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At this juncture it is necessary to state that in using the 

word instinct, I m not using it in the Freudian sense but in the 

more aocepted definition of either Thouless or McDougall and of the 

corresponding sohools of thought. 

It seems as if delinquent children are much more inclined to 

impulsive and non-reflective expression for here again case studies 

seem to show that a higher percentage of delinquents display emot-

ional tension arising either from a father-son or mother-son 

relationship. Thus in the home life espeoially through stress and 

the corresponding resulting emotion arising there - from there is 

extrovertive expression. Not only in the home, but in society is 

this condition seen. The delinquent in accepting a representation 

of the social value system becomes temporarily out of order by the 

impact of a strong instinctual demands working through strong 

opposing forces. 

The primary cause of emotional tension is the lack of fulfil- ~( 

ment of the fundamental psychological needs and this usually starts ~ 

at the onset of puberty. , There is lack of affection, a feeling of 

dissatisfaction and a lack of a needed recognition. Again through 

the means of the Rorsharch Tests, the j emperament and emotional 

conditions of the delinquent is easily codified. He is extrovert 

and vivacious, impulsive and aggressive, egocentric and more sensual 

than his non-delinquent friends. The delinquent is usually more 

dynamic and energetic and much more positively suggestible. Burt 

would give as his opinion that at least thirty-five per cent of 

delinquents are temperamentally unstable and among the innate 
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psyohologioal characters of the delinquents, amcixcm&i~ emotionality 

is one of the most frequent and one of the most influential oauses 

of the delinquent aot. 

Again taking the definition of the word insitnct, from James 

Drever, Sha.nd and McDougall it is observed that the hunger instinct 

is unfulfilled in nine per cent of causes contributing to delinquency. 

Of this percentage there are more boys than girls included. The 

instinct of anger accounts for slightly less than two per cent and 

therefore can be forgotten about in this study. Sixteen per cent 

of oases of juvenile delinquency arises from the sex instinct and of 

this total percentage only in two per cent of boys is it the sole 

cause, and in girls seven per cent. Although stealing takes place 

in eighty per cent of juvenile delinquent aots, yet in those cases, 

only one point six per cent seems to be derived directly from the 

inborn instinct of acquisitiveness. 

Sentiments and complexes must now be examined and discussion shall 

mainly centre around the step-mother, authority and disgust, moral, sex 

and inferiority complex. It is generally agreed that repressed 

complexes are not so much the cause of delinquency but rather are a 

part in which other ulterior causes operate. Perhaps through the 

biologic structure of the female it is here noticeable that fifty 

seven per cent of complexes arising from a delinquent act are more 

f~equently and more easil~ found in girls than in boys. Arising from 
. . 

the case studies and statistics found in the selected biography, 

the following figures appear significant. They are as follows:-
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41 per oent have parental type of complex and in 

24 n n of the above oases there is a transferenoe 

from the pa.rent to some parental substitute. 

34 per oent have an inferiority or superiority complex. 

9 " " have a oonfliot of birth or parent ge. 

9 " " have an auto-erotio complex. 

7 ff " have other sexual complexes. 

Eighty four per oent of the preceding figures show an emotional 

trauma towards parental authority or a hostile attitude to parents 

and towards society at large, while sixteen per oent - which is 

a comparitively small figure - is only of sexual origin. 

As far as the moral sense is concerned, Tredgold would give 

as his considered opinion that the fundamental lack of moral sense 

which is inborn oausea persons so affected to be absolutely irreform-

able. This statement has two objections to it, namely the assumpt-
du~ 

ion above presupposes an indepent moral faculty which oan function 

b dly or not at all, and secondly that this moral sense could quite 

easily become congenitally atrophied. Most writers on this 

subject do not consider any oriterea for a moral innate faculty 

b~t place emphasis on it to the parental upbringing and education 

of the ohi!d. 

Furthermore Piaget affirms that the ohild at the age of seven 

or eight years tends to "reify" that is believes his conscious 

thoughts are independent objects outside of his intellectual self. 

The adult is therefore the repository of power and wisdom and 

adult instructions are inescapable and compulsory to his way of 
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living. Thus, reality to the ohild is adult coercion, interacting 

and working together to bring about a realistic moral sense. 

One has to be good and obey adult commands or be termed "bad" 

i a disobeying them. In this way only the child knows right from 

wrong. Slowly however, his normal adult moral sense develops 

and given all the normal development of these factors social 

adaptation psychologically should t ke plaoe. 

From the facts gleaned above, it appears that the personality, 

character and temperament of the delinquent is different from 

that of his non-delinquent neighbour and that it is not properly 

developed and generally hasio room for growth either. Thereby, 

a repression is caused and the outlet is the delinquent act. 

The general trend of the thesis so far points to the fact 

that not one of the causes alone in the preceding chapters are 

significant by themselves, but the physical, environmental, 

temperamental, intellectual and behavioural segments are now 

interwoven to fit into a more meaningful pattern. 
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CHAPTER V. 

PSYCHO - SOMATIC FACTORS. 

Delinquenoy is not the name of an illness nor is there one 

psychological or physical oategory for all delinquents. Aocord-

ing to some members of the legal profession juv•nile delinquency 

forms a well-defined group, but to a psychologist, a psychiatrist 

or an endocrinologist delinquency is but one of the many concepts 

of social maladjustment. The psychologist observes the fact 

that within any society at any given time there are some who follow 

and obey the rules commonly accepted but there are a few others 

who find it impossible. Thus there can be no homogenous group. 

Within this small group many reasons have been brought forward 

and given for the aetiology of juvenile delinquenoy. In the 

past one of the main contributing factors to the delinquent act 

was one of physical origin. 

Many have stated that the delinquent is physically 111 

and to this end weight, height, body. physique, endocrine glands, 

syphilis and other organic diseases have been blamed. 

As already stated in an earlier chapter (intellectual sub-

no·rmality) there is now no implication of the Lombrosion 

hypothesis of a born criminal and although there may be bodily 
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illness this is not generally of a hereditary origin. Neverthe-

less it could be true to say that the tendency to weakness may be 

there. 

Although there is no exaot definition of a constitutional 

psyoho-path nevertheless it is behaviour whioh is anti-social, 

egocentrio and unable to profit by experience of life. A laok 

of feeling is also part of its content. Indeed the term psycho-

pathio personality is generally applied to people with the 

preceding details and with the additional characteristics present 

bamely, habitual delinquent behaviour, a marked laok of moral 

scruples, insensitivity to the rights of others and a generally 

erratic and purposeless way of living. It has been expressed 

as consisting of a variable number of behavioural patterns which 

are sufficiently unusual or unnecessary and disturbs the relat-

ionship, usually of a harmonious nature, between the individual 

and the environment. This leads to suffering within the individ-

ual and to the individual inflicting suffering on those around 

him. Thus a psycho-pathio personality has some of the preceding 

traits which are fundamental and are an integral part of his 

personality. Thus it appears there is no valid reason for refus-

ing to admit at least the possibility that both constitutional 

and hereditary factors oan so influence the formation and develop-

ment of character as to predispose some individuals to delinquent 

behaviour. Lately the psyoho-pathio characteristics of the child 

with mental suffering and instability with nervous, forgetful, 

disobedient, thieving, truant, lying, destructive and moody 
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characteristics are now open to question in the hereditary field. 

It seems impossible to differentiate with any assurance whatso-

ever the completely innate from any _.quired characteristic 

weakness in the aetiology of juvenile delinquency. Such things 

as birth injuries and anomolies of embryologic development miy 

quite easily be c~nfused with inherited conditions and later on 

social inheritance may be mistaken for biologic weakness. Thus 

this field of study in the aetiology of juvenile delinquency 

is one of a delicate matter. 

Freud in his biological and psychological approach to 

delinquency emphasises the importance of "somatic compliance" 

and through introspection confirms that in every individual there 

exists anti-social leanings and defences are built around them 

to prevent their appearing. Because of many reasons - among 

them physical - these defences can be overwhelmed resulting or 

ensuing in a continuous or tempory delinquent behaviour. 

In earlier days the juvenile delinquent, as a group, was 

distinguishable from others because they were 'mesomorphio' 

in constitution. Their solidness and closely knit limbs and 

muscular frame suggested a delinquent child. Today this is not 

the case. 

Prior to puberty it has been noticed that the delinquents 

are usually underdeveloped and there is a delayed growth sp~rt 

occuring in late puberty. To some this may represent the piling 

up of tensions resulting finally in an explosive discharge. 

It is significant to note that delinquency occurs most often 
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between the ages of ten and nineteen years of age and later around 

a.bout twenty-seven to twenty-eight years with a rapidly decreas-

ing tendenoy thereafter. 
C"SE. - :: In the~study Jof four hundred and sixty delinquenti patients 

in a London hospital a Doctor found two thousand and eighty-three 

physical defects there and one hundred and seventy-one oases of 

malnutrition. Underdevelopment was common and the delinquent 

wa.s often physically overgrown. Bodily weakness and ill health 

amounted to seventy per cent but to offset this the delinquents 

oame from the London slums so that no reliance oan be plaoed on 

these figures. 

Kvarceus give~ the following figures regarding the physical 

condition of his cases studied as namely:-

60% have good physical condition 

" 
" 

fair 

poor 
" " 
" " 

Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck differ only slightly here by 
IS reducing the aboveAper oent of their oase studies to 13 per cent 

and increasing 25 per cent to 27 per cent. Healy likewise gives 

10 per oent as his figure for delinquents having poor physical 

condition. In the majority of oases backed by the above figures 

and with the opinions of such people as Slawson and Burt there 

seems that little significance should be placed on physical 

inadequaoy. 

Others in times past have stated that epilepsy, encephalitis, 

chorea, diabetes, lethargia and syphilis were the organic diseases 
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oontributing to muoh delinquenoy. This has been disproved and 

Goddard states that the highest figure wlioh can be placed regard-

ing delinquents who are Syphiltio is eight per cent. In the 

study of one thousand and thirty-four oases this emphasis, espec-

ially on congenital syphilis as the contributing cause of delin-

quency, was partly brought into focus by the French School of 

Psychologists. Healy affirms that it is clear that when the 

central nervous system is much affected or where there is a 

sensory defect as the result of congenital syphilis, the relat-

ionship of the disease to delinquency may be olose. There is no 

finding however to show that all delinquency is due to congenital 

syphilis. So far it appears that the pattern in the causal 

factors of juvenile delinquency is neither exclusively biologic 

or exclusively socio-cultural. 

~ Turning now to another vast and specialized field it has 

been found recently that some endocrinologists have made claims 

for the exclusiveness or primacy of glandular dysfunction as 

the causal agency in delinquency. They state that the driving 

force of action is not the intellect, which is the controlling 

power, but the emotions. Their stability is determined by the 

condition of the endoojrine glands and to this end the thyroid 

gland is more concerned with emotional 1Make-up 1 than any other 

·of the glands. Here many hypo-thyroid infants show this 

emotional defectiveness. In girls many sexual offences at 

early puberty have definite symptoms of hyper-thyroidism. This 

~ tudy is too recent to give any definite criteria of judgment as 
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yet and only further study of oases will bring new light to the 

subject. 

Further research work on the central or autonomic nervous 

system with recent results on the surgical operation of leucotomy 

with other psycho-surgical operations must be given consideration. 

The influence of organic disease on the central nervous system has 

a predisposition to delinquency which causes disorders of the 

emotional control and loss of mental inhibition. As yet no real 

objective study has been made so that results cannot be given and 

it is still too early yet to forecast any particular statement 

from remarks or judgments passed. It would therefore appe r that 1n 

the future diseases such as epilepsy, syphilis-congenital and other-

wise and others must be included among the other organic diseases 

as well as the study of the glands so that full and accurate 

observations with scientific judgment may be made. 

So far the comments suggest that organic disease including 

that of the glands are not among the most important causitive 

factors but are nevertheless there. 

Some further modern studies in genetics make mention of the 

fact of clinical work carried out in pre-natal birth conditions 

and these causes are likely to affect the central nervou4 system. 

Particularly, here, the studies of the Rheses factor, of Toxio 

foetal states and of the anatomical and physiological traumata at 

birth with all their selquelae must be noted. Many geneticists 

show that the constitutional factors are of importance in social 

~~ At this juncture disagreement arises when the 



genetioist is aooused of stating that delinquent behaviour is itself 

inherited. This is not so for only the number of oharaoter tend-

encies which predisposes delinquent behaviour is inherited. 

People do not inherit ready made behaviour patterns but more or 
~ less marked ~tendencies with some stronger than others. It is 

wrong therefore to speak of inherited delinquency. 

Genetio studies concerning the inheritance of anti-social 

behaviour and oharacter tratts have been undertaken with groups 

of identical and fraternal twins. Handy and Rosanoff in their 

studies concerning the aetiology of child behaviour difficulties, 

juvenile delinquency and adult oriminality with speoial reference 

to their occurenoe in twins give as their valid opinion that the 

incidence of delinquency is higher in identioal twins than 

fraternal twins. Shaw likewise upholds this opinion. It seems 

natural that as soon as one's statament is made another is prop~ 

ounded to oontra.diot it and in thi6 oase this has happened. 

Healy and Bronner definitely deny the validity of the above state-

ment so that it oan only be oonoluded that either the cross 

section of the case study groups was not really a oross seotion 

or that the method of measurement was so different. It appears 

from these fa.ots and the varying faots of other writers that no 

conclusion oan be yet drawn. 

Furthermore there is no real reason to believe that a del-

inquent has a vast psyoho-somatio difference to that of his non-

delinquent neighbour. In addition he is not poorer in health to 

any great degree than his non-delinquent brother. In the field 

of endocrinology and genetics time will tell and prove the validity 
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or otherwise of the faot that the glands, especially the thyroid, 

is the oausal determinant of juvenile delinquency. 

- - - - - - - - - - - -



CHAPTER Vl. 

PSYCHO-DYNAMIC THEORIFS. 

Having exhausted most of the environmental, intellectual, 

personality and psycho-somatic factors either contributing to, 

or supposedly the origin of juvenile delinquency the thesis now 

turns to the psycho-dynamio and psycho-analytical theories in vogue. 
b Here such names as Dollard, Bowly, Stott, Freud, Friedlander, 

Aichhorn, Smith and Alexander come to the fore and thus their 

theories will be examined. 

bollard and others find the origin of delinquent acts in 

every case unquestionably represents the expression of desires 

and urges which are otherwise unsatisfied. The "Frustration 

Theory" of the aetiology of delinquency is its common name. 

The root causes therefore are two in number namely frustation 

and aggression but both are tied up together for aggression 

is always a consequence of frustration. More especially the 

occurrence of aggressive behaviour always presupposes the exist-

ence of frustration. The form of aggression is always directed 

to the outside so that delinquents are always all aplastic. 
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The fact of frustration can be brought into being through many 

channels but more significantly through the home, and espe€ially 

the mother-child relationship. 

Another theory ia vogue, especially in America, is the one 

termed the "Eclectic Theoryn. This was formed by the members of 

the New Jersey Juvenile Delinquency 8ommission who reported inter 

alia that when they (the children) transgress it is because they 
· to 

are confronted with situations which they lack judgment~solve in 

any other way or because they are expected to comply with adult 

rules which mean nothing to them in terms of their own understand-

ing. This theory seems to have several weaknesses espetially 

the fact that all people - even adults - at some stage of their 

life or other are confronted with problems which they cannot solve 

and with which the tools of intellect and experience cannot 

fathom yet all people faced with this problem situation do not 

succumb to acts of delinquency. Then again it would not be an 

aid in developing the personality if adult rules were not obeyed 

by children even if they cannot significantly understand its 

depth of wisdom. Some things have to be complied with and to 

the person concerned it may mean nothing at all yet for the common 

good it is necessary. It seems as if this theory only scratcnes 

the surface of the question and as a theory is not of sufficient 

merit to warrant further discussion. Great advances have been 

made in child psychology and new li'nes of enquiry have been opened. 

The main theme in Bowlby's theory termed "the emotional traumatic 

condition of juvenile delinquencyn is the mother-child relationship. 



This signifies not only the conscious attitude but also the 

uneonscious one. That is,at the oentre of the trouble is the 

fact whether love is apparent or real. In addition death and 

illness, prolonged or continual separation mean much more to 

the ohild than the adult thinks. In forty-four oases which 

Bowlby studied four of the delinquents had one parent psychotic, 

two others had one grand parent psyohotio and eleven others had 

neurotic parent or parents. The signifioanE of forty per oent 

of delinquents with neurotio or psychotic parents proves a real 

problem here and this factor may be one which is the crux of 

the matter. Genetioally because one parent is neurotic or 

psyohotio the child need not be likewise but the faot of living 

in suoh oonditions and not reoeiving love, care and attention 

which is badly needed shatters the life of the child. Bowlby 

would concur that •here the ohild is separated from his mother or 

mother-substitute for long periods of his life then there is a 

psychological case. This fact stands foremost among the causes 

of character development and persistant misbehaviour. Forty 

per cent of his forty-four oases come under this category through 

such factors as illegitimacy, mother's death, illbess or 

desertion. There really can be little doubt that prolonged 

mother-child separations are associated to a high degree with 

delinquency in general and certain types of chronic delinquency 

in particular. Thus the essential factor during the child's 

early life is the development of the child's object relation-

ships. If he is removed and placed with strangers, unloved 

and undesired there ia a grave difficulty i t· f n ne ormation 
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and in the developmen~f new libidinal relationships. However 

this does not mean to say that the death of one or both of the 

parents will always result in such a difficult situation for 

usually the ~xxa child is carefully looked after by foster pecple. 

Throughout this thesis much of the background has suggested 

that the emotional tie of the home and the mother-ohild relation-

ship is of prime importance, therefore it is now necessary to 

discuss this in greater detail. 

In the chapter dealing with sociological factors the question 

was asked "why do the greater percentage o4 the population living, 

say, in a down town area not succumb to the influences of bad 

companionship, billiard saloons, cinema and so on?" The . only 

answer was that it was due to the different response of the 

individual or in terms used by Reckless "The differential responses 
of persons". Carr-Saunders answers the same question but uses 
the term "susceptibility". Around ' this idea there has emerged 

in Britain a hypothesis regarding "Susceptibility". The fact 

that the manner in which a child makes she proper relationship 

with others about him and the effect of his moral conscience 

depends on the relationship with his parents - especially his 

mother- in his early life. This relationship depends on care and 

affection, joy and sorrow, nourishment, training and discipline 

and takes its final shape in the p?>per light in relationship with 

the community. Thus the origin of delinquency seems to be bound 

up closely with human feeling and the· family. Burt, in 1925 made 

a similar point when he emphasized vicious homes, defective family 
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relationships and discipline as being of primary importance and 

conditions outside the home, such as poverty as of lesser import-

ance. Aichhorn likewise finds that there is US'UB.lly conflio; 

between the child and his parents. Bowlby again shows how 

prolonged mother-child separation in the first five years of life 

bears a olose relationship to persistant stealing and Bender, 

likewise, comes to the same conclusion. It appears then as if 

the oonoensus of opinions is centred around two factors, namely 

the prolonged separation of the ohild from his mother during 

the first five years of life and a feeling by the child of 

being more-or-less unwanted by the parent~ who in themselves 

are not stable or who in turn are defiant and even openly 

hostile and critical to the child. 

Theee two factors above have come indepe~ently from the 

hands of Bowlby, Stott, Bender, Aichhorn and Healy and Bronner, 

As it shall be discussed in the next chapter these two faotors 

are not the only ones operative but they are there in the 

majority of delinquent oases. It oan be concluded, therefore, 

that the early home and social life is relative to a high degree 

to the understanding of later social behaviour and that heredit-

ary factors will also play a significant role. 

Stott, under the Carnegie Trust auspices lists five main 

motives in the aetiology of juvenile delinquency. In his 

studied oases he finds that some had only one of them and some 

more but all his oases contained some aspects of his five listed 

motives. 
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The first criteria is navoid.anoe-excitement" where a person 
finds a life of excitement to avoid or keep at bay the ansiety 
too poignant to be faced. Then again he sees the factor of 
"inferiority compensation" so that those sooially, intelleot-

. ually or physically inferior find compensation in delinquent 
acts. A third motive is termed "delinquent attention" whereby 
an adolescent or child is uncertain of the parents' interest 
and love and thus in desiring attention finds relief and 
attention from others and in himself in the delinquent act. 
"Retaliation" or resentment against parents is also another 
motive listed while the last is the situation whereby the 
delinquent is an "an emotionally intol.erable situation" and 
trys to find relief. Behind all the oases were anxiety creat-
ing circumstances and these nearly always centre around the 
parents of the delinquent. It is significant and~worthy of 
note that Stott who was at the beginning of his studies, 
critical of this mother-child or parent-child relationship 
should come to this conclusion. He discovered that his cases 
had been conditioned to an anxiety over parents or to an emot-
ional dependence on them during the first five years of their 
lives. The causes of this anxiety seem to be due to illness 
in early life, prolonged and early separation from the mother 
and the character of the mother herself. 

The conclusion of t his chapter brooks no hesitation as it 
seems that the quality o~ the child(s social and emotional 
experience in early life within the family especially affects 

his later social relationships and his behaviour to others 
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and this is now too strong to be ignored. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

PSMCHQ-ANALYTICAL METHODS. 

A recent field of study into the research of the aetiology 

of juvenile delinquency has been along psycho-analytical lines. 
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the studies of Freud. 

Aiohhorn, Friedlander, Smith and Alexander and try to discover 
whether this field of study is one whereby the conflicting facts 
of causation may be focussed and centred. 

Some of this chapter may be repetitive, for in each of the 
proponents name ome degree of similarity is found but the full 
study of each theory is necessary. The psycho-analytic approach 
is concentrated in the fact that the anti-social impulses which 
are unconscious in the law-abiding citizen lead to action in the 
delinquent. 

The theory of Freud regarding the causation of the delinquent 
act is bound up in the fact that the child at birth is incomplete 

as the central nervous system is undeveloped. Because of the 

instinctive urges and •iological needs there is a tension and an 

ensuing discomfort. There is also an increasing complexity of 

the ego along with a corresponding growth of the sensory mechanisms 
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awareness 
and memory and an &'SBmtaa of the child of his own whole personality . 

However the 1ego' still lives by the "pleasure-principle" but 

later beoomes progressively affected by the 'reality' principle 

which is inoreasing~ in the physical and intellectual skills, :tn 

tne emotional maturity and societary demands. Thus a great degree 

of social adaptation is needed and to meet this need other needs 

must also develop such as in the field of intellectual and emotion-

al capacity. This must form inter-personal relations and initial 

respeot, indeed in short, unselfish love. Here there comes about 

the concept termed the 'super-ego• which is therefore a product 

of assimilation and incorporation by the child of all the moral 

precepts given by others especially the parents. 

Now, because there may result a conflict between the Id, 

~go and Super-ego, a neurosis either obsessional or hysterical 

results and this is usually seen in early childhood. It would 

appear that the child's psychological environment interadts with 

~he biological constitution and may result in an instinctual 

torce being repressed and lead ultimately to fixation, partial 

or more extensive repressions, displacement of emotional ties 

and a poorly adapted mode of behaviour. This being so a 

delinquent act can easily ocour. Healy and Bronner using their 

own terminology would agree with this fact also but couch it in 

such terms stating that the driving force of delinquency is the 

fundamental desire for the ego in effectual satisfactions. This 

can be found in the security of family relationships and in social 
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therefore 
relationships. The pa,thogenio signifioanoe~for social malad-
justment is one olue to a faulty ego and super-ego development. 

Freed would give the following reasons for this faulty development 
in the separation of the child from the parents, in »rolonged 
absenoe, in death, in the loss of affection and loss of confidenoe 
in pa.rents, in a change of foster homes and in institutional life. 

Through the study of many oases Fraed has based this idea of 

faulty development on an early disturbanoe ·of 'object love' whio~ 

is usually found at the beginning of the latency period. apt 

Fn1ed goes on to state that certain types of social maladjustment 

are not the consequence of the weakening of the 1objeot love• 
alone but have their origin also in the happening~ within the 
realm of the child's normal emotional attaohments. The first 
phase is usually brought about by projection or introjeotion 
while a further phase comes to the fore in the child's tendenoy 
to displace or transfer his objeot relationships. Extreme 

importance must be placed upon this period in a child's life 
for it is at this time that the "pleasure-reality" principle 
is completed and the qualities for normal behaviour in society 
should be in being. Failure here as already stated may oause 
isolated neurosis, phobias, feelings of inadequacy, failure and 
self-punishment and failure to make good in social relationships. 

The question now to be posed is "what correllltion is there between 

psychoneurosis and other such-like symptoms with juvenile 

delinquency!". Freed gives as his considered opinion that it 

is not difficult to understand how some forms of psycno-neurosis 
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can quite easily predispose to delinquent behaviour. On aooount 
of this failure of the development of the Id, Ego and Super-ego 
the result is a severe ilitaA&li&Jttmat- 'dis-adaptation' and a 
compulsive need to commit crimes and especially is this seen in 
forms of obsessional neurosis. Those isolated neurotic symptoms 
are often among the most important aetiological factors in a 
juvenile's social misad.a.ptation but ~it must be remembered that 
although the form of psycho-neurosis is brought about in early 
childhood it is not generally revealed until a.fter or during 

puberty. 'Dis-adaptation• takes the form of a feeling of being 
abandoned and is mainly seen in the case studies of delinquent 

children who wander from one home to another with continual 

deterioratin~behaviour and feeling of insecurity. A feeling 

of the need for self-punishment is very real too at this stage 

along with many repressed wishes and desires which result in an 

emotional frustation at an oral level. 

Turning now to the Freudian '1ns$1not 1 theory the study oan 
be further oontinued. To Freud an instinct is a stimulus arising 

inside the body as distinct from and different to any stimula,!e 
which arrives at the organs of perception from outside. Thus the 

the souroe of instinot is,J,odily organ and with the instinctive u~ge an 
accompanying feeling termed emotion is felt. Freud in reducing 
the number of instincts to two clearly defined groups - namely 

self preservation and sex instinct or 'life and death' instinct -
finds that delinquent behaviour springs from an incorrect fusion 

of these instincts. 
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Improper or imcomplete maturation of the instincts through tbe 

oral, anal-sadistic and phallic phases result in delinquent 

behaviour. Improper or incomplete maturation comes about thro'Ugl 

the mother-ohild relationship espelially when the ohild needs 

food and security and later when the 'pleasure• principle does 

not become the •reality• principle. 

In the first group of instincts eleven point five per oent 

of delinquency oan be classified here. Furthermore if a 

division is made between sthenio and asthenio types other 

significant details are torthooming. The former type lends 

itself to delinquent aots where anger, acquisitiveness, assertiveness 

and sex are seen and in this group the figures of delinquent 

behaviour are higher than in the asthenio group where tenderness 
~c.&b and~missiveness, grief and fear are commonly reported. The 

sthenio type of personality is more pronounced in the male while 

the latter group contains many more females. Thus F raed would 

further state that even within the two groups of instincts there 

is a sex difference which shows up also in the corresponding 

delinquent aots, Boys, for example, according to this olassifio-

ation go in for acts of violence, truancy and theft, while the 

female sex is more engulfed in acts of sex and untruth. Further-

more statistics show that at least fifteen per cent of juvenile 

delinquents have mild neurotio tendencies and those tendencies are 

ten times as common among girls than boys. 

Perhaps to conclude Fraed 1s theory the summary of the 

position will clarify the siiuation. · To Freed the delinquent 
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act has its direct cause in the child's early relationship to his 

mother. This relationship can modify other instinots or at a later 

date bring about an Oedipus conflict and harm, thereby, the super-

ego formation. The primary factors leading to anti-social 

behaviour are represented by the attitude of the parents to the 

child during the first five or six years of life. This attitude 

may be due partly to the structure of the personality of the child 

or mainly to the pressure of bad environment upon him and it is 

maintained therefore that without this character development later 

environmental influences will not lend themselves to the manifest-

ation of social behaviour. 

Aichhorn states that delinquent behaviour indicates that1he 

psychic processes which determine behaviour are not funotioning 

harmoniously. It is not caused by either heredity or environment 

singly for this predisposition to delinquency is not a finished 

product at birth but determined by emotional relationships and 

their compatability or otherwise ib the development of the child's 

life. And Aichhorn like Freud applie& the process of psycho-

analysis to the study of delinquency. 

It is neoessary to tl'&ce the development of the child's life 

in order t& discover ih true perspective and in totality the picture 

which Aichhorn sets up as his thesis on this subjeot. Every ohild 

is at first an asocial being and has to be moulded by environment 

into a social animal. Frted and Aichh&rn believe"' that this 

cannot be successfully accomplished unless the libidinal develop-

ment follows a normal course. Through the unsuccessful development 
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of the process certain disturban,!s in the libido remains asooial or 

if it becomes sooial does not have actual or real demands of society 

placed upon it. This suppression of the instinctional wishes are 

brought about and this is called "Latent Delinquency". Now the 

change from "Latent Delinquency" to •Manifest Deliinquency• can at 

a later stage be brought into th.torefront on any provocation. 

Thus the symptoms of delinquency arise from a neurotic basis where 

the two forces of repression, namely the unconscious striving for 

gratification and the conscious fighting against it, strive with 

each other. From this compulsive nature much dissocial behaviour 

springs. Aiohhorn believes, like Bowlby and Stott that delinquency 

oan be a dynamic expression and an interplay of psychic forces. 

This means that the conception of behaviour, when it is dynamically 

determined, corrects the effect of making the oommon mistake that 

all delinquency is purely environmental. To a certain extent, 

as the various facts and figures have pointed out, this is true 

but there are many others who in the same or in a similar environ-

ment are left untouched. Thus it seems to show that there must be 

something in the •make up' of the child which the environment 

brings to the surface in the form of a delinquent act. Aiohhorn 

calls this a 'pre-disposition• to delinquency and it is this factor 

therefore which allows an environment unfavourably suited to the 

child to have power or control so that a delinquent act is 

committed. 

The question which.._ must now be asked is "Is this pre-

disposition inherited?" If agreement is reached with Aiohhorn, 
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at an earlier stage in this thesis, tbat "the ohild is not a 

finished pr•duot at birth" it must of neoessity follow that this 
A 'predisposition• is not finished product either at that stage. 

Therefore emotional and social relationships must have some 

determining plaoe in the scheme of events. 

•Latent delinquenoy" is unexperienced bad behaviour while 

•Manifest delinquency" is overt and so it is now necessary to 

seek the oauses whioh turn the latent act into the manifest one. 

With Freud, Aiohhorn se«ta great deal of the aetiology of 

Juvenile Delinquenoy in traumatic neurosis usually brought about 

by means of a shocking experience. Mu.oh of what follows in the 

work of Aiohhorn now corresponds fairly closely to the Freudian 

analysis whereby there is a separation of the ego from the Id. 

Thus the. Id (instinotive energy) and the Ego (the oonscious act 

with it) are at variance with each other. This variance may 

oocur with the Super-ego also which controls both instincts and 

actions. It appears to Aiohhorn that the Ego, whioh is strength-

ened by intellectual growth and is a mechanism of defence against 

forbidden urges, wages war and is in oonfliot with the instinct-

ive urges and through the process of time and educational develop-

ment until the oonscienoe is formed the Super-ego represents the 

demands and ways of the outside world. At this stage there oan 

arise a tension of guilt between the Ego and the Super-ego and 

at a later stage in development the Ego is the mediator between 

the Id and the Super-ego. Through these undJ.,.foped ways the 

delinquent act is brought to the surface. 

This theory, therefore, takes account both of heredity and 
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environment and of the emotional relationship of the individual. 

It places particular stress, if not sole stress, on the emotional 

relationship of the individual and here unite or olash the 

instinctual and the ~nvironmental forces. 

In the nineteenth century juvenile delinquency was either 

classed as a mental or physical illness or disease while the 

"normal" delinquent remained still unclassified. Mainly through 

the work of Healy and Burt and other investigators more extensive 

~bjective knowledge has been gained. Classifications at the 

present stage seem to be grouped aocording to intellectual psycho-

anaiytioal, emotional, environmental and other traits of the 

personality. Thus it is refreshing to see the work of two psycho-

analysts, Smith and Alexander who classify delinquent behaviour 

not aocording to the forementioned ways but according to types of 

delinquent acts. Smith holds that there are four main troupe 

which must be considered in the study of delinquency and gives 

the following data. The first group includes mental defectives 

and epileptics and within this classification of psycbpaths many 

of the oases studied by the investigator have neurotic disturbances. 

Sexual offences are included in this list. Another special 

group is classified according to offences at puberty and adol-

escence while a third group consists of •constitutional inferiors•. 

The last classes together alcoholism and other toxic poisons and 

conditions. 

Alexander on much more casual lines than Smith bases his 

classification on the degree of "Ego participation" in the 

criminal act and has two well defined groups. The first he terms 
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•Chronic criminality" consisting of those people whose eJo bas been 

placed out of action by a toxic or organio d•sturbanoe or by a 

neurosis. The second group inoludesthose whose super-ego is 
criminal as a result of upbringing. This second group is termed 

by him 1acc1dental criminality" and this results from errors nd 
crimes of situation where the ego is put out of action by a single 
upsurge of emotion. 

1j!'hese two names are mentioned here ndtbecause they advance the 
work conoerning the causation of delinquency but mainly to confirm 
and reaffirm the work of Freud and Aichhorn by two other independent 
investigators working separately. 

The greatest exponent of the psoho-a.nalytioal method and appr~n X. 
to juvenile delinquency 1$ by Friedlander. In the past researoh / 
was inclined to maintain definite differences between the delinquent 
and the non-delinquent and according to the trend in vogue the 

difference was either in the shape of the skull, or in hereditary 

factors or in the environmental situation. Insanity, alcoholism 
or feeblemindedness were also contributing faotors. Today it is 

due to the disturbance of the Id, Ego and Super-ego. Later on in 
this thesis it will be pointed out how this is again further sub-

divided into three smaller groups consisting of anti-social character 
development, organic illness and pspohosis. 

Friedlander indicates that it is exceptional for the criminal 
c reer to commence late in life. Statistics both in Britain and 
America show that the peak age, especially of delinquent behaviour, 

is between fifteen add seventeen years of age but it is usually 

app rent some conaiderable time before this. Indeed, the first 
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~igns of anti-sooial behaviour are usually noticed between the years 

of seven to nine. 

With Freud, Friedlander would oonour fully with the "Instinot" 

theory and the idea of the maturation of instinot.9 falling into three 

distinct phases. Like Aiohhorn and Bowlby, Friedlander lays stress 

upon the mother-ohildj relationship. At a very early age, probably 

between one to two years old there emerges two distinct feelings in 

the child's life. First of all there is a feeling of utter depend-

ence upon the mother and a fear that the mother will leave or desert 

the child. If disturbances of the mother-child relationship do occur 

at this stage aggressive tendencies may be displayed either at that 

time or at a later date. 

Further discussion on the subject of the modification of 

instincts is fully developed by this investigator. For example, 

the "pleasure-pain" principle and the displacement of the libido 

can easily come into conflict. The former espeoially can be easily 

displaoed through the stopping of the we ning prooess. If this 

result does occur a reaction fmrmation can quite easily be brought 

into foous. Furthermore other determining factors in the oausation 

of juvenile delinquenoy are the laok of formation or inoomplete 

formation of the oonsoience and a separation of the Ego from the Id. 

Emphasis is placed by Friedlander on the Psyoho-a.na.lytioal 

methods here discussed but this does not mean that there is 

dimanution in any way from the environmental factors. Much of the 
~ failure of social a.d.a;1ien is through anti-social oharaoter formation 

in oontaot with the home environment. Here beoause of defective early 

training, the harmful or ~ weak personality of the mother, inoonsistenoy 



in eauoation, the laok of feeling of guilt are all faotors in 
hindering the development of4oorreot mother-child relationship. 

It is interesting to note the olassifioations whioh Friedlander 
uses in her study of delinquenoy. Three groups are seen and the 
f irst group is termed anti-sooial oharaoter formation while the 
seoond group oomprises organio disturbanoes and the third oonsists 
of the psychotic and Ego disturbances. The first classifioation 
includes suoh factors as anti-social oha.raoter formation alone, 
anti-social, environmentALand emotional stress, anti- social and 
neurotic conflict and finally anti-sooial and neurotic oonfliot 
in •Acting out•. The seoond group in which organic disturbances 
occur include toxio disturbances and in addition mental defectives, 
brain disease, and enoephalalitis before puberty, mal-funotion 
of the nerve•s system including epilepsy and aggressive behaviour. 

Much oritism of the psycho-analytical method stresses the 
f aot that the above sohool is warped in outlook plaoing oompletely 
psyohio factors to the exolusion of others. Nevertheless 
Friedlander espeoially and Aiohhorn and Freud to some degree also 

allow the existenoe of biologioal, environmentAJ_and oultural forces 
in the genes:is of maladjustment. It would appear, therefore, that 
this method used in moderation holds a great deal of truth in its 
essenoe. It stresse4 the fa.at of the emotional 11~ and the 

. ~n character development and plaoes~emphasis on those faotors whioh 
in the past have been too easily neglected. 

- - - - - - - - - -
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CHAPTER Vl.ll. 

PRE-DETERMINANTS OF JUVENIL~ DF.LINOUFNCY. 

Much of the details given in this ohapter with regard to 
the prediction of juvenile delinquency is of suoh a recent orig&n 
that objectively no real scientific oonolusion oan be universally 
applied. This means, therefore, that only impressions are made here 
and the statistics which are given have been proved valid in only 
a small number of experiments. 

A great deal of this work done in this field was carried out 
by Sheldon and Eleanor Gluedt and a great deal more is either still 
unpublished or in the laboratory stage. However certain facts a.nd 
observations can now be given whioh time or further research will 
prove correct or otherwise. 

In the past no one could prediot whether a child would beoome 
aelinquent or not during the course of his development. Thus the 
idea is here that there will be adapted a technique whioh will 
separate "the sheep from the goats", the delinquent from the non-
aelinquent, the law-abiding citizen from the la~breaker and the 
citizen of repute from the criminal. The essence of the method of 
technique which has now been evolved is one which will •spot• the 



potential offender. Prediction or diagnostic tables are givm 
to the ehild at the point of sohool entranoe and on the results 
of these tables the investigators are able to predict whether a 
child has the tendenoy to become a potential criminal. Up to 
1951 this piece of research work wa.s carried out over a period 
of ten years under the auspices of the Harvard Law School. 
Social investigators, psychologists, physicians, psychiatrists and 
anthropologists were among the research workers. 

Even with the detailed work of Healy and Bronner, Burt, 
Shaw, Slawson and others a need of further extensive research 
was felt. None of these investigators had given any real idea 
whether one could predict a potential offender and the feeling 
received on studying and reading their works is one of imcomplete-
ness and lack of finality. Although these investigators had 
covered many aspeots of the aetiology of juvenile delinquency and 
advanced the study, nevertheless exact objective research into 
the biological basis and character structure in the potential 
offender had not been carried out. 

She~don and Eleanor Glu¥C based their research on five 
hundred delinquent boys and five hundred non-delinquent boys. 
Each one°:the boys was given a standard medical esamin tion, an 
Intelligence Quotient Test, Ro-soharch and other pecsonality 
tests and in addition the social history of the family of each 
boy was examined minutely. Now the basis of the prediction or 
diagnostic tables is one of objectified and tabulated experience 

on every one of the thousand case studies and the theory behind 

the prediction tables is the same as that which underlies any kind 
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of aotua.rial work. The tables are made up of five faotors termed 

the "Five Factorial Analysis" and summed up in the term "A weighted 

failure soore". Three of those table4 are oonstruoted on marked 

differences in cha.raoter structure, personality traits and fam i ly 

history. 

It is neoessary at this junoture to examine in more minute 

detail these three tables. The first table deals with character 

structure and to this end the Rorsharch Ink Blot Test is used. 

The results re tabulated in a five factor system or as termed in 

New Zealand a five point range. The Jive factors which comprise 

the oharacter formation of the person tested are as follows:-

Assertiveness, defiance, suspioiousness, 

destructiveness and emotional liability. 

It seemsil\,8.dequate that only one test is used to tabulate the 

following character traits but nevertheless results so far have 

proved oorreot judgment in nearly every oase. 

The method of discovering the personality trait is oarried 

out by a skilled psychiatrist through means of interviews. 

Again the five faotort range is used in this group and the under-

lying o&nclusions are based on the measurements and are thus:-

Adventurousness, extrovert aotion, suggestability, 

Stubb~rnness and emotional instability. 

The third table is construoted around the family history, 
~~ . 

sooial background and suoh,c.etails as oan be discovered by means 

of interviews. Some of the points raised deal with such facts as 

the discipline of the child by the father, the supervision by the 

mother, the affection of the father and mother for the child and 



the cohesiveness of the family group. For example the five factor 
analysis of the discipline of the child by the father consists of 
the following words:-

Lax, over-strict, erratic, 
firm and kindly. 

The supervision of a boy by the mother can be summed up as either 
suitable, fair or unsuitable. Furt.hermore the affection for the 
child by the father an<Y'or mother may be warm, indifferent or 
hostile. Finally the cohesiveness of the family or the "we-feeling" 
of the home may be seen as an inteagrated or aisintefgrated group. 

By means of these prediction tables a question posed to Sheldon 
and Eleanor Glueck dealt with the percentage of correct results 
obtained. It is noticeable so the report stated that from tests 

carried out by means of the above tables for the idea of suitability 
or otherwise of two hundred men for the army, the results were as 
follows:-

85% were found "poor risks" for the army. · 
10% had satisfactory adjustment. 

5% error by the tables. 
Naturally there is a great deal of resistance to the 

prediction tables and two ~bjeotions centre around the faot that 
first of all the tables have a lack of individualisation, for 
it is argued, surely no two human beings are alike. Secondly so 
much hmnesty is needed by the person being interviewed that if he 
has an idea that the stigma of be! labelled a pre-delinquent is to 

be cast upon him his answers will surely be falsified. 
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On the other band it must be remembered that the tables are not 

meant to be a substitute in any way whatsoever for judgment but 
are to be used only to aid the study and oontrol and to help tne 

prevention of delinquency. Suffioe is it to state that any table 
which oan prediot a delinquent aot even several years prior to the 
aot itself in eighty-five cases out of every hundred muit demand 

serious consideration from investigators. These tables and the 
use 4f them if proved successful may be an important measure in 
the fight against delinquenoy. 

Prediction and diagnostio tables are mainly based on the 
ide of emotional and personality adjustments to society and thus 
the modern trend in vogue is proved not to be environmental, 
physical, intellectual but stress the defeots in the personality 
and oharaoter structure. The psycho-dynamic and psycho-analytical 
schools also stress this fact and thus Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck 
by means of their prediction tables have confirmed the work of the 
investigators in the above schools. 

- - - - - - - - - - -
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CHAPTER lX. 

SYNTHESIS AND MULTIPLE CAUSATION. 

From the study of the previous ehapters it seems fairly 

conclusive that no sharp line of cleavage or no line of demaroat-

1on oan be drawn between a delinquent and a non-delinquent. The 

problem is therefore one of degree only. 

Juvenile delinquency is surely a sooial concept affecting 
a number of people usually between the ages of twelve to fifteen 

years. Of these only a very small percentage - no more than 
eight percent approximately - are illegitimate but nearly one 
quarter of the parent~ are divorced or separated and sixteen 
per cent have imcompatible marital relationships, while nearly 

~hree quarters of them have criminal records in the family. 
To this extent the home life is not conduo,ive to wholesome 
behaviour but to o!l:Jet this fact there are many more ~ ~~ with 
similar records of court convictions where the children have not 
committed any delinquent aot. The fact ofpoverty in the home 

either does not, of necessity, mean that any delinquent aot is 

committed for that reason as only one quarter of delinquent children 

came from poor homes. Incorrect discipli~ moral behaviour, 
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environmental amusements and many other similar oauses have been 
given as the reason of the delinquent act but as the first chapter 
readily sums up these are only contributing factors in the whole 

case for none of them by themselves are suffioient to be termed 

the sole f ctor in the determination of delinquency. 

Intellectual subnormality either in terms of backwardness, 

retardation or even to the extent of being classed morons or 

feebleminded persons has been proved by statistics that it is not 

the cause of delinquency. Again it is seen and proved that only 

a little more than one quarter of the delinquents appearing before 
the oourts have below average intellect. 

Perhaps the answer is more acceptable when the conclusion/ 
seems to point out that orime is oommitted because there is a 

personality defect and that the environmental factors t ke , 

advantage of this and the act is committed. In other words in a 
personality which is whole, sound and developed the poor environ-
mental situation would not have so much effect upon the person 
concerned as it does when the character structure is unsound. 

Stealing seems to be the main offence in boys with truancy 
allied cl·osely to it but in girls the situation is different. 

Stealing again is the main orime committed by girls but follow-

ing very closely are sexual offences. This is due, no doubt, 

to incomplete or wrong development physically, morally and 

psychologically and Eiso to defective family discipline and 

relationship. Figures prove this to be true for in girls the 

faot of defective discipline oocurs in at least sixty per oent 

of the oases studied. Most of the offences are committed in the 
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street because there is nothing to do and the street is the 
natural meeting place of the 'Gang•. Another reason would.ill 
be that the person concerned does not desire to do anything for 
there are certainly many cultural and sooial clubs which oan be 
joined. Even in the home a great number of offences are 
committed and it is noted that most of the offences ooour either 
on a Saturday or Sunday when leisure time hangs heavily. 
Delinquent aots, in Britain at any rate, seem to be seasonal. 
The peak months are centred around June and December. The former 
perhaps because it is summer and the nights are long and oonduoive 
to suoh deeds and the latter beoause it is near Christmas and 
money is needed for the festive season. 

Physical backwardness or underdevelopment or malnutrition 
cannot be blamed for delinquenoy either for in very few oases 
is physical retardation seen in the physique of the delinquent. 

It would appear therefore that the only valid conclusion 
is that each delinquent child has a multiplicity of causes 
contributing to the delinquent act. No one oause alone is the 
sole determinant of the offence itself. These contributing 
factors have been named by Burt as the factors of "Multiple 
Causation". 

From the Statistics given in the previous chapters it would 
be true to state that no more than one third of the offenoes could 
be blamed on hereditary factors while the remainder namely, two 
thirds are environmental in origin and Burt would affirm that 

mes; most of these would have more than one factor aooounting for 
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the delinquent aot and that not one of these alone is the sole 
faotor in tetermining the oausation of delinquency. To this end 
Burt lists a great number of conf'lioting causes and these include 
defective discipline, speoifio instinots, emotional instability, 
morbid emotional conditions, a family history of vice or orime, 
intelledtual disabilities, detrimental interests suoh as over-
frequenoy at the cinema or other such like places, developmental 
conditions, a family history of intelleotual weakness, defective 
family relationships, influenoes outside the home, a family history 
of physical weakness and poverty and physical weakness or 
inf' irmi ty. These causes he attributes as the contributing 
factors in the aetiology of juvenile delinquency. 

It would thus appear that hereditary works not direotly but ---- / 

indireotly along constitutional lines suoh as dull or de~eotive 
intellect and that the environmental factors outside of the home 
are far less important than those inside. In other words the 
home relationship or family relationship, especially the mother-
child one, under the stress of the environment may either safe-
guard the child or not. Pvverty, recreational facilities, 
cultural amenities and other such-like environmental conditions 
are far less important than moral conditions and family relation-
ships. This does not mean to say that these environmental 
factors can be forgotten or minimised for that is not the case, 

but they are secondary causes in this study. Without a faulty 
personality or defective character these conditions would have 

little room in which to work but needless to say the opposite ideas 
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hold some truth also, for 1:f environmental factors did not hold 
so muoh stress on the personality the structure and development 
of the child might be normal. Perhaps it could be stated then 
that the psychologioal factors are supreme in number and strength 
and that intelleotual faotors are more serious in the causation 
of delinquency than physioal ones and that emotional ones are 
more important than the intelleotual factors. It is notioed 
also that at least in fifty per oent of delinquent oases four 
conditions are para.mount. These conditions are namely, mental 
dullness, temperamental instability, family life and friendships 
outside the home. Most investigators would agree that to some 
little extent the first two conditions are there and that in a 

great degree family life, upbringing, discipline and relation-
ship is the most important oondition of all. Friendships outside 
the home s a oause of juvenile delinquenoy has no real merit 
whatsoever. 

British and American investigators in this field of study 
•ould come together in a wide area of agreement regarding the 
multipl e causation of juvenile delinquency. Few would disagree 
with Burt's ideas that as an average each delinquent ohild is a 

J 
product of nine or ten ciroumstances at least with one as a rule 
predominating. Although some social workers are dogmatic that 
environmental factors are the sole causation and although other 
investigators would proclaim that either intellect, personality, 
character, temperament and physical conditions are the sole 

~~terminants nevertheless their theories do not adequately fulfil 
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every condition. Some may hold to the psycho-dyna.mio theories, 
some may agree to the theories of the psycho-analysts suoh as 

Freud, Aichhorn and Friedlander nevertheless these theories oan 
be biased. It would appear, therefore, that only Burt's theory 
of multiple oausation is the one which is of greatest value in 
the study of the oausation of juvenile delinquency. 
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9HAPTFR X. 

CONCLUSION. 

It has been the endeavour of this thesis to bring together 

all the existing strands om the subject of the aetiology of 

juvenile delinquency and having achieved this examine them and 

try to discover some means whereby a synthesis of all the root 

oauses of this social evil may be found. To this end environ-

mental, psychologioal, physioal, intellectual and personality 

factors have been examined. In doing this many oontrary and 

opposing facts have been collated, desoribed and commented upon 

as well as various opinions and theories held. It is noticeable 

that in many fields of this subject there is a deoided olash of 

opinion espeoially between British and American investigators and 

this is seen most olearly in the aspect of mental deficiency. 

This may be due partly to different social and environmental 

conditions and partly that different techniques and methods of 

measurement testing are used. It appears that the clash of 

opinion is a veritable battleground in which no quarter is given 

and none asked and in which no compromise can be achieved. F.aoh 
, n 

investigator in his own field of study and1line with his own 
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theory held believes that his is the correct and complete answertto 

the problem and that the others are experimenting in the wrong 

avenues. 

· In conclusion the act of delinquency may be caused partly by 

physioal illness, infirmity, or~omplete development of the central 

nervous system. Again it may be due in some measure to the mal-

functioning of the glands which oreate therefore an obstacle 

in the development of the Ego and this Ego maladjustment tends to 

lead towards a feeling of insecurity and sooial maladaption. 

It may be that the delinquent child is unfavourably situated 

in some sooial or environmental conditions which are not conducive 

to hi8 development. Here the unfavourable conditions •xxaxitJlg 

existing may be poverty, bad housing, bad residential areas, laok 

of finance, bad companions or any of the myriad causes in the 

environmental field. These factors may be the birth-place of 

insecurity also. 

Weakness may be found in the emotional development, the 

personality may be under-developed, instincts may not be oompletely 

modified and family life may cause the character of the child to 
l~d 

become warped and any or all of these causes may again~to tnseourity. 

Insecurity and anxiety work closely together and relief has 

to be found. The outlet is the delinquent aot. 

Every study of delinquenoy must of necessity include nature 
R an4 nuture,the segments and the complete mechanism of human nature, 

the partial and the complete personality and social activity and 
cultural outlets. 



Indeed it would be only too true to state that delinquency is 

~ "a bio-psycho-social phenomenon". 
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Perhaps this thesis brings out only too clearly that delinquent 

behaviour in any given area and at ariy given time depends on a 

variety of factors so that no generalisation oan be applied to any 

single factor in that it is the exclusive and sole oause of the 

delinquent aot. Because there are no simple characters there is 

therefore no simple cause. However,like a beaoon shining out 

in the darkness of the night the fact~iven seem to prove that 

all thetoauses are determined to some degree by the mother-child 

relationship and the emotional situation found in the home. 

The multiplicity of contributing factors, seeing that no 

single universal one is the determinant alone,have their seat of 

action in the human personality disturbed or incompleted by 

faulty emotional and character development mainly through this 

mother-child relationship is the conclusion and the synthesis 

of the majority of investigators in the battle-ground of the 

aetiology of juvenile delinquency. 
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